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The Standard Model
• Vast majority of our knowledge of particle physics encoded in theory known as the 

Standard Model (SM).

• It describes sub-atomic interactions of fermions via the exchange of force 
carries (bosons).
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The dual state of the Standard Model
• The Standard Model is simultaneously a roaring success and a catastrophic failure.

• The search for so-called ‘new physics’ is therefore highly compelling.3

Sensitivity to BSM physics is primarily limited by precision of direct 
measurements of mW.

Global electroweak fit by the gFitter group  EPJC 78, 675 (2018)
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Electroweak theory still consistent 
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Only small fraction of universe accounted by SM particles. 
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The Standard Model is incomplete
I The SM does not describe several features required to explain the present universe.

I For example:

I What is Dark Matter, energy? Where did all the antimatter go?
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Ways to search for new physics

Search for particles directly produced in high 
energy beams.

Mika Vesterinen

Two ways to find new physics at the LHC

Direct observation Indirect effects

Note that particles 
with MC2 > E can't be 
produced directly...

… but they can have 
an effect through 
quantum corrections
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Looking for New Physics in 
b decays with LHCb

Frederic Teubert 
(CERN PH Department)

On behalf of the LHCb Collaboration

Thursday, August 26, 2010
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Measure the behaviour of SM particles and 
compare it to theoretical predictions.

The absence for evidence of new physics in direct searches does not preclude the possibility to find it indirectly.

Direct detection Indirect searches
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• Beauty quarks decay via the weak force.

• The W and Z bosons are over 10 times heavier than the initial decaying b-hadron, but still 
mediate the decay.


• Measuring beauty quark decays can tell us about new high mass particles.


• Such particles can change the behaviour of these decays.
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Beauty quark decay Beta decay

New physics with beauty quarks
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The LHCb experiment
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The Large Hadron Collider
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• LHCb is the LHC’s dedicated flavour physics experiment.
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Lepton universality
• Lepton universality is an accidental symmetry in the Standard Model.
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In the Standard Model, the three charged leptons, apart their mass, are identical copies of 
each other - a concept known as lepton universality.
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Lepton universality
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RD(⇤) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)

B(B ! D(⇤)µ⌫)
RK(⇤) =

B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)

B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�)

We want to test this in so-called ‘semileptonic’ B decays:• At LHCb, we want to test it with so-called ‘semileptonic decays’.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).
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• Compare the decay probabilities (BF) involving different charged lepton types   .
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Neutral current: BF ~ 10-6 Charged current: BF ~ 10-2

Summarised by Elena 
Graverini (EPFL)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457681/attachments/2300503/3913026/hello.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457681/attachments/2300503/3913026/hello.pdf
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The lepton universality ratio RK
• Quarks never appear by themselves, detect bound states as mesons (qq) or baryons (qqq).
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).
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Figure1:FeynmandiagramsintheStandardModelforthetwoclassesofprocessesexaminedinthisarticle.Top:

charged-currentb!c`+⌫`tree-leveltransition.Bottom:neutral-currentb!s`+�̀
loop-leveltransition

Veryrecently,LHCbhasproducedanotherR(D⇤)measurementbyexploitingthedecayofthe⌧lepton
intothreechargedpionsandaneutrino.Thismeasurementwasconsideredtobeunfeasibleduetothelarge
backgroundsfromBdecaysintothesamevisiblefinalstateassignalandtheapparentlackofdiscriminating
variables.Nevertheless,thepresenceofa⌧decayvertexsignificantlydetachedfromtheb-hadrondecayvertex
allowstosuppressthemostabundantbackgrounds.Theresidualbackground,duetob-hadrondecayingtoa
D⇤andanothercharmmesonthatsubsequentlygivesthreepionsinadetachedvertextopology,isreduced
byexploitingthedi↵erentresonantstructureofthethree-pionsystem.TheresultingmeasurementofR(D⇤)
islargerthan,althoughcompatiblewith,theSMprediction,andconsistentwithpreviousdeterminations.
Thecombinedworldaverage(Fig.2)ofR(D⇤)andR(D)measurements,knownat5%and10%respectively,
remainsintensionwiththeSMpredictionataleveloffourstandarddeviations.Thisprovidessolidmotivation
forfurtherLUtestsinsemitauonicdecaysofbhadrons.

TheLHCbcollaborationwillthereforecontinueperformingmeasurementsinthissector,byextendingthe
alreadyperformedR(D⇤)measurementsonthedatasetscollectedinRun2,andbystudyingthedecaysof
otherbhadrons.Forexample,thefirstmeasurementofR(J/ )hasbeenperformed,thattestsLUinthe
Bcsector.Again,avaluehigherthantheSMexpectationhasbeenfound,eventhoughtheuncertainties
arestillsignificantandtheSMpredictionnotfirmyet.Animportantextensionofthisalreadyrichphysics
programwillregardthestudyofobservablesotherthanbranchingfractions,suchaspolarizationandangular
distributionsofthefinalstateparticles,thatwillgivecrucialinsightintheinterpretationofthecurrent
anomaly,ifconfirmed,intermsofnewphysicsmodels.

Incontrasttotree-levelsemileptonicdecays,b!s``transitionsarehighlysuppressedastherearenoFCNC
intheSM.Thissuppressionincreasesthesensitivitytothepossibleexistenceofnewparticles.Thepresence
ofsuchparticlescouldleadtoasizeableincreaseordecreaseintherateofparticulardecays,orchangethe
angulardistributionofthefinal-stateparticles.TestsofLUinthesedecaysinvolvemeasurementsofratiosof
branchingfractionsbetweenelectronandmuondecaymodesRK(⇤)=B(B!K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B!K(⇤)e+e�).
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RK =
B(B� ! K�µ+µ�)

B(B� ! K�e+e�)

• Take ratio of decay probabilities involving 
muons and electrons to form RK.

• Important kinematic quantity: q2=mµµ2.

• Select signal in the low q2 region.

Measurement Strategy

RK =
B(B+ ! K+µ+µ�)

B(B+ ! K+J/ (µ+µ�))

�
B(B+ ! K+e+e�)

B(B+ ! K+J/ (e+e�))
=

Nrare
µ+µ�"

J/ 
µ+µ�

NJ/ 
µ+µ�"

rare
µ+µ�

⇥
NJ/ 

e+e�
"rare
e+e�

Nrare
e+e�

"
J/ 
e+e�

! RK is measured as a double ratio to cancel out most systematics

⌘ Rare and J/ modes share identical selections

apart from cut on q2

⌘ Yields determined from a fit to the invariant

mass of the final state particles

⌘ Efficiencies computed using simulation that is

calibrated with control channels in data

d�

dq2

q2[4m(`)2]

B+
! K+ (2S)(`+`�)

B+
! K+J/ (1S)(`+`�)

B+
! K+`+`�

R

(q2 ⌘ dilepton invariant mass squared)
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The unbearable lightness of electrons

electrons

• Electrons are 200 times lighter than muons 
—> undergo bremsstrahlung more often.

• Two effects from this:

• Worse mass resolution for electrons.

• Worse efficiency for electrons.

Credit: M. Atzeni
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RK =
B(B� ! K�µ+µ�)

B(B� ! K�e+e�)

Measuring RK

⌘ RK is extracted as a parameter from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
m(K+µ+µ�) and m(K+e+e�) distributions in B+

! K+`+`� and
B+

! J/ (`+`�)K+ decays
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Figure 2: Candidate invariant mass distributions. Distribution of the invariant mass
m(J/ )(K

+`+`�) for candidates with (left) electron and (right) muon pairs in the final state for the
(top) nonresonant B+

! K+`+`� signal channels and (bottom) resonant B+
! J/ (! `+`�)K+

decays. The fit projection is superimposed. In the resonant-mode distributions, some fit
components are too small to be visible.

events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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Figure 2: Candidate invariant mass distributions. Distribution of the invariant mass
m(J/ )(K

+`+`�) for candidates with (left) electron and (right) muon pairs in the final state for the
(top) nonresonant B+

! K+`+`� signal channels and (bottom) resonant B+
! J/ (! `+`�)K+

decays. The fit projection is superimposed. In the resonant-mode distributions, some fit
components are too small to be visible.

events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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⌘ Correlated uncertainties on efficiency ratios included as multivariate
constraint in likelihood
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Measuring RK

⌘ RK is extracted as a parameter from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
m(K+µ+µ�) and m(K+e+e�) distributions in B+

! K+`+`� and
B+

! J/ (`+`�)K+ decays
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components are too small to be visible.

events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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constraint in likelihood
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Muons

Electrons

Discussed by Davide 
Lancierini (UZH)
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Measuring RK

⌘ RK is extracted as a parameter from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
m(K+µ+µ�) and m(K+e+e�) distributions in B+
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Figure 2: Candidate invariant mass distributions. Distribution of the invariant mass
m(J/ )(K

+`+`�) for candidates with (left) electron and (right) muon pairs in the final state for the
(top) nonresonant B+

! K+`+`� signal channels and (bottom) resonant B+
! J/ (! `+`�)K+

decays. The fit projection is superimposed. In the resonant-mode distributions, some fit
components are too small to be visible.

events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164

The combined statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the165

profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166

the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies168

for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173

as a function of di�erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the174

spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di�ers between resonant175

and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the176

momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather177

than directly on q2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles178

in the B+
rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the179

laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and180

resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a181

function of q2.182
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events (see Methods) and data-taking periods are taken into account in these constraints.164
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profile-likelihood and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating166
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in the B+
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the scan with the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.167
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for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the169

cancellation of systematic e�ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale170

of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of171

the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the172

measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed173
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Measurement Strategy

RK =
B(B+ ! K+µ+µ�)

B(B+ ! K+J/ (µ+µ�))

�
B(B+ ! K+e+e�)

B(B+ ! K+J/ (e+e�))
=

Nrare
µ+µ�"

J/ 
µ+µ�

NJ/ 
µ+µ�"

rare
µ+µ�

⇥
NJ/ 

e+e�
"rare
e+e�

Nrare
e+e�

"
J/ 
e+e�

! RK is measured as a double ratio to cancel out most systematics

⌘ Rare and J/ modes share identical selections

apart from cut on q2

⌘ Yields determined from a fit to the invariant

mass of the final state particles

⌘ Efficiencies computed using simulation that is

calibrated with control channels in data

d�

dq2

q2[4m(`)2]

B+
! K+ (2S)(`+`�)

B+
! K+J/ (1S)(`+`�)

B+
! K+`+`�

R

(q2 ⌘ dilepton invariant mass squared)
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• Only the relative efficiency as a function of q2 is needed.
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rJ =
N(B� ! K�J/ (µ+µ�))

N(B� ! K�J/ (e+e�))

✏J/ e+e�

✏J/ µ+µ�

= 0.981± 0.020
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Electrons
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Lancierini (UZH)
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Latest results
• Recent update combines the full dataset collected so far by LHCb.

RK with full Run1 and Run2 dataset

RK = 0.846 +0.042
�0.039 (stat) +0.013

�0.012 (syst)

⌘ p-value under SM hypothesis: 0.0010
! Evidence of LFU violation at 3.1�

⌘ Compatibility with the SM obtained by
integrating the profiled likelihood as a
function of RK above 1

⇤ Taking into account the 1% theory
uncertainty on RK [EPJC76(2016)8,440]
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[LHCb-PAPER-2021-004]Submitted to Nature Physics• 3.1 standard deviations away from the SM prediction of unity.

Result statistically dominated due to double 
ratio cancellation.
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• Comparing the likelihood of the null hypothesis to an alternative one.
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nσ < 3: Cannot reject 
null hypothesis

3 < nσ < 5: ‘Evidence’

nσ > 5: Discovery

• A significance of 3.1σ is therefore conventionally ‘evidence’ for lepton universality violation.
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RK

p-value < 0.2%

p-value < 5x10-7

Discovery convention in particle physics
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• We have also tested lepton universality in a closely related mode, 
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• Also see deficit of muons compared to electrons in 
two q2 regions. Significances 2.2-2.4σ.

The lepton universality ratio RK*
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).
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Figure1:FeynmandiagramsintheStandardModelforthetwoclassesofprocessesexaminedinthisarticle.Top:

charged-currentb!c`+⌫`tree-leveltransition.Bottom:neutral-currentb!s`+�̀
loop-leveltransition

Veryrecently,LHCbhasproducedanotherR(D⇤)measurementbyexploitingthedecayofthe⌧lepton
intothreechargedpionsandaneutrino.Thismeasurementwasconsideredtobeunfeasibleduetothelarge
backgroundsfromBdecaysintothesamevisiblefinalstateassignalandtheapparentlackofdiscriminating
variables.Nevertheless,thepresenceofa⌧decayvertexsignificantlydetachedfromtheb-hadrondecayvertex
allowstosuppressthemostabundantbackgrounds.Theresidualbackground,duetob-hadrondecayingtoa
D⇤andanothercharmmesonthatsubsequentlygivesthreepionsinadetachedvertextopology,isreduced
byexploitingthedi↵erentresonantstructureofthethree-pionsystem.TheresultingmeasurementofR(D⇤)
islargerthan,althoughcompatiblewith,theSMprediction,andconsistentwithpreviousdeterminations.
Thecombinedworldaverage(Fig.2)ofR(D⇤)andR(D)measurements,knownat5%and10%respectively,
remainsintensionwiththeSMpredictionataleveloffourstandarddeviations.Thisprovidessolidmotivation
forfurtherLUtestsinsemitauonicdecaysofbhadrons.

TheLHCbcollaborationwillthereforecontinueperformingmeasurementsinthissector,byextendingthe
alreadyperformedR(D⇤)measurementsonthedatasetscollectedinRun2,andbystudyingthedecaysof
otherbhadrons.Forexample,thefirstmeasurementofR(J/ )hasbeenperformed,thattestsLUinthe
Bcsector.Again,avaluehigherthantheSMexpectationhasbeenfound,eventhoughtheuncertainties
arestillsignificantandtheSMpredictionnotfirmyet.Animportantextensionofthisalreadyrichphysics
programwillregardthestudyofobservablesotherthanbranchingfractions,suchaspolarizationandangular
distributionsofthefinalstateparticles,thatwillgivecrucialinsightintheinterpretationofthecurrent
anomaly,ifconfirmed,intermsofnewphysicsmodels.

Incontrasttotree-levelsemileptonicdecays,b!s``transitionsarehighlysuppressedastherearenoFCNC
intheSM.Thissuppressionincreasesthesensitivitytothepossibleexistenceofnewparticles.Thepresence
ofsuchparticlescouldleadtoasizeableincreaseordecreaseintherateofparticulardecays,orchangethe
angulardistributionofthefinal-stateparticles.TestsofLUinthesedecaysinvolvemeasurementsofratiosof
branchingfractionsbetweenelectronandmuondecaymodesRK(⇤)=B(B!K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B!K(⇤)e+e�).
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allowstosuppressthemostabundantbackgrounds.Theresidualbackground,duetob-hadrondecayingtoa
D⇤andanothercharmmesonthatsubsequentlygivesthreepionsinadetachedvertextopology,isreduced
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islargerthan,althoughcompatiblewith,theSMprediction,andconsistentwithpreviousdeterminations.
Thecombinedworldaverage(Fig.2)ofR(D⇤)andR(D)measurements,knownat5%and10%respectively,
remainsintensionwiththeSMpredictionataleveloffourstandarddeviations.Thisprovidessolidmotivation
forfurtherLUtestsinsemitauonicdecaysofbhadrons.

TheLHCbcollaborationwillthereforecontinueperformingmeasurementsinthissector,byextendingthe
alreadyperformedR(D⇤)measurementsonthedatasetscollectedinRun2,andbystudyingthedecaysof
otherbhadrons.Forexample,thefirstmeasurementofR(J/ )hasbeenperformed,thattestsLUinthe
Bcsector.Again,avaluehigherthantheSMexpectationhasbeenfound,eventhoughtheuncertainties
arestillsignificantandtheSMpredictionnotfirmyet.Animportantextensionofthisalreadyrichphysics
programwillregardthestudyofobservablesotherthanbranchingfractions,suchaspolarizationandangular
distributionsofthefinalstateparticles,thatwillgivecrucialinsightintheinterpretationofthecurrent
anomaly,ifconfirmed,intermsofnewphysicsmodels.

Incontrasttotree-levelsemileptonicdecays,b!s``transitionsarehighlysuppressedastherearenoFCNC
intheSM.Thissuppressionincreasesthesensitivitytothepossibleexistenceofnewparticles.Thepresence
ofsuchparticlescouldleadtoasizeableincreaseordecreaseintherateofparticulardecays,orchangethe
angulardistributionofthefinal-stateparticles.TestsofLUinthesedecaysinvolvemeasurementsofratiosof
branchingfractionsbetweenelectronandmuondecaymodesRK(⇤)=B(B!K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B!K(⇤)e+e�).
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RK⇤ =
B(B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�)

B(B0 ! K⇤0e+e�)

Results − II

› The compatibility of the result in the low-q2 with respect to the SM
prediction(s) is of 2.2-2.4 standard deviations
› The compatibility of the result in the central-q2with respect to the SM
prediction(s) is of 2.4-2.5 standard deviations
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RK⇤ +RK

• Combined significance ~4.2σ.

• Is there anything else we can measure?
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• Measure the individual branching fractions and compare with SM predictions.
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The branching fractions
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Figure 5: Di↵erential branching fraction of B0! K⇤(892)0µ+µ� decays as a function of q2. The
data are overlaid with the SM prediction from Refs. [48,49]. No SM prediction is included in the
region close to the narrow cc̄ resonances. The result in the wider q2 bin 15.0 < q2 < 19.0GeV2/c4

is also presented. The uncertainties shown are the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic
uncertainties, and include the uncertainty on the B0! J/ K⇤0 and J/ ! µ+µ� branching
fractions.

Table 2: Di↵erential branching fraction of B0! K⇤(892)0µ+µ� decays in bins of q2. The first
uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic and the third due to the uncertainty on the
B0! J/ K⇤0 and J/ ! µ+µ� branching fractions.

q2 bin (GeV2/c4) dB/dq2 ⇥ 10�7 (c4/GeV2)

0.10 < q2 < 0.98 1.016+0.067
�0.073 ± 0.029± 0.069

1.1 < q2 < 2.5 0.326+0.032
�0.031 ± 0.010± 0.022

2.5 < q2 < 4.0 0.334+0.031
�0.033 ± 0.009± 0.023

4.0 < q2 < 6.0 0.354+0.027
�0.026 ± 0.009± 0.024

6.0 < q2 < 8.0 0.429+0.028
�0.027 ± 0.010± 0.029

11.0 < q2 < 12.5 0.487+0.031
�0.032 ± 0.012± 0.033

15.0 < q2 < 17.0 0.534+0.027
�0.037 ± 0.020± 0.036

17.0 < q2 < 19.0 0.355+0.027
�0.022 ± 0.017± 0.024

1.1 < q2 < 6.0 0.342+0.017
�0.017 ± 0.009± 0.023

15.0 < q2 < 19.0 0.436+0.018
�0.019 ± 0.007± 0.030
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Figure 2: Di↵erential branching fraction dB(B0
s ! �µ+µ�)/dq2, overlaid with SM predictions

using Light Cone Sum Rules [24, 26, 27] at low q2 and Lattice calculations [28, 29] at high q2.
The results from the LHCb Run 1 analysis [1, 22] are shown as green solid boxes.

is performed. The B0
s ! f 0

2µ
+µ� signal decay is modeled using the sum of two Gaussian119

functions with a power-law tail on opposite sides in m(K+K�µ+µ�) and a relativistic120

Breit–Wigner function in m(K+K�). The mass model parameters are determined from121

data using fits to the B0
s ! J/ f 0

2 control mode and are fixed for the rare signal mode.122

Contributions from the S-wave and P-wave resonances are described with a linear function123

in m(K+K�) and use the same model as the signal in m(K+K�µ+µ�). Interference124

between di↵erent components is neglected as these e↵ects were found to be small in125

Ref. [30]. The combinatorial background is modeled using a single exponential function in126

both the reconstructed B0
s mass and the mass of the dikaon system. Backgrounds from127

B0! K+⇡�µ+µ� and ⇤0
b! pK�µ+µ� decays are found to be non-negligible in the wide128

m(K+K�) window, and are included in the fit model using a kernel density estimate129

determined on simulated events.130

The branching fraction of the B0
s ! f 0

2µ
+µ� decay is determined in a simultaneous131

fit of the data samples. The branching fraction of the signal and the S- and P-wave132

contributions are shared between the data samples. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed B0
s133

mass and the dikaon mass in the B0
s signal region within 50MeV/c2 of the known B0

s mass,134

overlaid with the fit projections. The significance of the signal is determined using Wilks’135

theorem comparing the logarithmic likelihood with and without the signal component.136

The B0
s ! f 0

2µ
+µ� decay is observed with a statistical significance of 9�. Systematic137

e↵ects on the significance due to the choice of fit model are small.138

The dominant systematic uncertainties for the relative branching fraction of the139

decay B0
s ! f 0

2µ
+µ� originate from the uncertainty of the branching fraction ratio140

B(�! K+K�)/B(f 0
2 ! K+K�), the modeling of the parameters of the Breit–Wigner141

function describing the f 0
2 resonance, and the simplified fit model for the m(K+K�)142

distribution. The e↵ect of the simplified fit model is evaluated using high statistics143

pseudoexperiments, in which events are generated using the amplitude model in Ref. [30]144

and fit with the simplified nominal model. The observed di↵erence in the determined145

yield is taken as a systematic uncertainty.146

The fraction of signal events which lie in the considered q2 region is calculated using the147
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• Theoretical uncertainty now large but a coherent picture emerges: Deficit of muons.

• Could new physics also change the angular distribution as well as the decay rate?
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Experimental measurements
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•  

•  away from the SM
•
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Figure 1: In the left-hand plot, the two-dimensional likelihood contours of the results for
the B0

s
! µ+µ� and B0 ! µ+µ� decays for the three experiments are shown together with

their combination. The dataset used was collected from 2011 to 2016. The red dashed line
represents the ATLAS experiment, the green dot-dashed line the CMS experiment, the
blue long-dashed line the LHCb experiment and the continuous line their combination.
For each experiment and for the combination, likelihood contours correspond to the values
of �2�lnL = 2.3, 6.2, and 11.8, respectively. In the right-hand plot, the combination
of the three experiments is shown with contours of di↵erent shades. Likelihood contours
correspond to the values of �2�lnL = 2.3, 6.2, 11.8, 19.3, and 30.2, represented in order
by darkest to less dark colour. In both plots, the red point shows the SM predictions
with their uncertainties. The published results from the three experiments are detailed
in Ref. [1–3].

account. The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 3. The value of the ratio is determined to
be

R = 0.021+0.030
�0.025 (13)

and its upper limit at 90% (95)% CL isR < 0.052 (0.060). The upper limit is computed in
the same manner as for B(B0 ! µ+µ�), by integrating the likelihood only in the positive
region.

The CMS and LHCb experiments also measured the e↵ective lifetime of the observed
B0

s
! µ+µ� candidates. The LHCb B0

s
! µ+µ� e↵ective lifetime is measured from a

fit to the background-subtracted decay-time distribution of signal candidates. The CMS
measurement is determined with a two-dimensional likelihood fit to the proper decay
time and dimuon invariant mass; the model introduced in the likelihood fit adopts the
per-event decay time resolution as a conditional parameter in the resolution model. For
both experiments, the measurement is fully dominated by its statistical uncertainty, hence
the two results are uncorrelated. Two variable-width Gaussian likelihoods are used to
describe the CMS and LHCb original likelihoods and the value of �2�lnL obtained from
these functions (shown in Fig. 4) is then minimised to obtain the combined value and the
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• 1984 The search begins at CLEO

• 2015 First observation of  with CMS + 
LHCb (Run 1 data)

• 2017 First observation of  with a single 
experiment by LHCb ( ) 

!(B0
s " !+!#) < 2 $ 10#4 (90 % CL)

B0
s " !+!#

B0
s " !+!#

4.4 fb#1

!(B0
s " !+!#) = (3.0 ± 0.6+0.3

#0.2) $ 10#9

[PRL 118 (2017) 191801]

• Only experimental limit today on: 
 from BaBar 

at 
!(B0 " !+!#$) < 1.6 $ 10#7

90 % CL [PRD 77 (2008) 011104]

• 2020 combination of ATLAS, CMS and LHCb:

[PRD 30 (1984) 11]

[Nature 522 (2015) 68–72]
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• In addition to decay rates, compare angular distribution and compare with SM.
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The

• Discrepancy also seen in the angular distribution. 

angular analysis

• Are these anomalies consistent with each other and what is the combined significance?
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Effective field theories
• We have a general way to connect our observables together via Effective Field Theories (EFTs).
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Effective theory for rare  decaysB

3

• Wilson coefficients (short-distance): evaluated in 
perturbation theory

• Local operators (long-distance): the corresponding 
form factor is computed with, e.g., lattice QCD

high energy, the strong coupling is small enough to allow for a perturbative ap-
proach, but at the low energy scale of the meson binding processes, where quarks
are confined, non-perturbative methods such as lattice calculations are needful.
Fortunately, the high and low energy scales can be disentangled in many cases [41].
A stratagem to separate short-distance (perturbative) and long-distance (gener-
ally non-perturbative) e↵ects is used in the E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Let
us consider the simplest case of the neutron �-decay. The Feynman diagram in

1 Introduction

1.1 General View

The basic starting point for any serious phenomenology of weak decays of hadrons is the

e↵ective weak Hamiltonian which has the following generic structure

Heff =
GFp
2

X

i

V i

CKM
Ci(µ)Qi . (1.1)

Here GF is the Fermi constant and Qi are the relevant local operators which govern the

decays in question. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa factors V i

CKM
[1, 2] and the Wilson

Coe�cients Ci [3, 4] describe the strength with which a given operator enters the Hamiltonian.

In the simplest case of the �-decay, Heff takes the familiar form

H(�)

eff
=

GFp
2
cos �c[ū�µ(1� �5)d⌦ ē�µ(1� �5)⌫e] , (1.2)

where Vud has been expressed in terms of the Cabibbo angle. In this particular case the Wilson

Coe�cient is equal unity and the local operator, the object between the square brackets, is

given by a product of two V �A currents. This local operator is represented by the diagram

(b) in fig. 1. Equation (1.2) represents the Fermi theory for �-decays as formulated by

W

d u

ν e

(a)

d u

ν e

(b)

Figure 1: �-decay at the quark level in the full (a) and e↵ective (b) theory.

Sudarshan and Marshak [5] and Feynman and Gell-Mann [6] forty years ago, except that

in (1.2) the quark language has been used and following Cabibbo a small departure of Vud

from unity has been incorporated. In this context the basic formula (1.1) can be regarded

as a generalization of the Fermi Theory to include all known quarks and leptons as well as

their strong and electroweak interactions as summarized by the Standard Model. It should

be stressed that the formulation of weak decays in terms of e↵ective Hamiltonians is very

suitable for the inclusion of new physics e↵ects. We will discuss this issue briefly in these

lectures.

1

Figure 1.5: Neutron �-decay at the quark level in the full (a) and e↵ective (b)
theory.

Fig. 1.5a with full W-propagator represents the situation at very short distance
scales of O(MW ), whereas the true picture of a decaying neutron, whose mass
is Mn ⌧ MW , is more properly described by e↵ective point-like vertices which
are represented by the local operator of Fig. 1.5b. An e↵ective Hamiltonian can
therefore be written as [42]

H(�)

eff
=

GFp
2
cos ✓c [ū�µ(1� �5)d⌦ ē�

µ(1� �5)⌫e] , (1.18)

which is the familiar Fermi theory for �-decays.
Analogously to Fermi theory, a generic e↵ective weak Hamiltonian can be written
as

Heff =
GFp
2

X

i

V
i

CKM
Ci(�)Oi(�), (1.19)

where Oi are the local operators relevant for the decay and Ci are called Wilson
coe�cients, which, together with the CKM matrix elements, describe the strength
with which a given operator enters the Hamiltonian. Heff is thus represented
as a series, known as Operator Product Expansion (OPE), of e↵ective vertices
multiplied by e↵ective coupling constants Ci.
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•  can be described with an "Effective Hamiltonian", where high- and low-energy 
contributions are factorised ( ):
b ! s!+!"

Mb # MW

Effective field theory

• Model independent description in effective field theory

Heff = � 4GFp
2⇡

V ⇤
tsVtb

X

i

[CiOi + C 0
iO0

i]
• Ci Wilson coefficients 

encoding info of the short 
distance physics 

• Oi four-fermion operators

b

µ+

µ�

s

Ci
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• Similarly to the β-decay we can integrate out the heavy 
field of the SM
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Effective field theory

• Model independent description in effective field theory

Heff = � 4GFp
2⇡

V ⇤
tsVtb

X

i

[CiOi + C 0
iO0

i]
• Ci Wilson coefficients 

encoding info of the short 
distance physics 

• Oi four-fermion operators

b

µ+

µ�

s

Ci

<latexit sha1_base64="D+2dNtEpkjhf/8uxuAT2LsSau78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D+2dNtEpkjhf/8uxuAT2LsSau78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D+2dNtEpkjhf/8uxuAT2LsSau78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D+2dNtEpkjhf/8uxuAT2LsSau78=">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</latexit>
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• Similarly to the β-decay we can integrate out the heavy 
field of the SM
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• "point-like interaction" as in the Fermi description of the neutron decay

[Rev.Mod.Phys. 68 (1996) 1125-1144]

• The idea is a generalisation of Fermi’s theory of weak decays:

estimate should be modified as

(one loop) : cn,d ⇠
gn⇤

(4⇡)2
. (1.10)

These simple heuristic rules are very useful, yet a warning is in order. Evidently,
the UV theory may contain more than one coupling. Moreover, the symmetries in the
UV theory may lead to additional selection rules. For example, the naive dimensional
analysis and ~ counting lead to the estimate m ⇠ g0⇤⇤ if the mass term is generated by
tree level processes in the UV theory. In practice we always assume the hierarchym ⌧ ⇤,
because otherwise there would not be any energy range where the EFT description is
useful. The hierarchy can arise via fine-tuning, or because the mass term is generated at
a loop level. But if the hierarchy is due to some symmetries in the UV theory, there will
always be additional selection rules that need to be taken into account when estimating
the magnitude of the EFT parameters. All in all, the dimensional analysis and the ~
counting in the EFT are always used in conjunction with additional assumptions about
the dynamics of the UV theory.

1.3 Illustration #1: Fermi theory

The Fermi theory is a poster-boy of EFT, because it allows one to illustrate the basic
concepts in a quite simple setting familiar to all particle physicists. The framework
originally introduced by Fermi was meant to describe the neutron decay. Here, I use
the name more broadly for the low-energy e↵ective theory of the SM below the W
boson mass scale. At those scales W , Z, and Higgs bosons as well as the top quark are
integrated out, leaving in their wake e↵ective non-renormalizable interactions between
the lighter particles. The relevant degrees of freedom entering the e↵ective Lagrangian
are the photon, gluons, leptons, and 5 generations of quarks. In this section we will
focus on a smaller subset of the Fermi theory: the muons, electrons, and their neutrinos.
Starting with the SM, we will derive the lowest order Lagrangian describing the e↵ective
weak interactions of these particles.

Consider the muon decay process: µ�(p) ! e�(k1)⌫̄e(k2)⌫µ(k3). In the SM, that
process is mediated by the W boson. The relevant interactions are

LSM =
gL
p
2
(⌫̄µ�̄⇢µ+ ⌫̄e�̄⇢e)W

+

⇢
+ h.c., (1.11)

where gL is the gauge coupling of the SM SU(2)L group. The muon decay amplitude
M reads

M =
g2
L

2
x̄(k3)�̄⇢x(p)

1

q2 �m2

W

x̄(k1)�̄⇢y(k2), q ⌘ p� k3, (1.12)

where mW ⇡ 80 GeV is the mass of the W boson, x, y are 2-component spinor wave
functions which depend on the spins of the particles. In the physical process, the 3-
body decay kinematics limits the magnitude of the 4-momentum exchange: 0  q2 

m2

µ
in the limit where the electron and neutrinos are treated as massless. It follows

that q2/m2

W
. 10�6, and it is a perfectly good approximation to neglect q2 in the W

propagator in Eq. (1.12):

M ⇡ �
g2
L

2m2

W

[x̄(k3)�̄⇢x(p)][x̄(k1)�̄⇢y(k2)]
⇥
1 +O(q2/m2

W
)
⇤

(1.13)
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estimate should be modified as

(one loop) : cn,d ⇠
gn⇤

(4⇡)2
. (1.10)

These simple heuristic rules are very useful, yet a warning is in order. Evidently,
the UV theory may contain more than one coupling. Moreover, the symmetries in the
UV theory may lead to additional selection rules. For example, the naive dimensional
analysis and ~ counting lead to the estimate m ⇠ g0⇤⇤ if the mass term is generated by
tree level processes in the UV theory. In practice we always assume the hierarchym ⌧ ⇤,
because otherwise there would not be any energy range where the EFT description is
useful. The hierarchy can arise via fine-tuning, or because the mass term is generated at
a loop level. But if the hierarchy is due to some symmetries in the UV theory, there will
always be additional selection rules that need to be taken into account when estimating
the magnitude of the EFT parameters. All in all, the dimensional analysis and the ~
counting in the EFT are always used in conjunction with additional assumptions about
the dynamics of the UV theory.

1.3 Illustration #1: Fermi theory

The Fermi theory is a poster-boy of EFT, because it allows one to illustrate the basic
concepts in a quite simple setting familiar to all particle physicists. The framework
originally introduced by Fermi was meant to describe the neutron decay. Here, I use
the name more broadly for the low-energy e↵ective theory of the SM below the W
boson mass scale. At those scales W , Z, and Higgs bosons as well as the top quark are
integrated out, leaving in their wake e↵ective non-renormalizable interactions between
the lighter particles. The relevant degrees of freedom entering the e↵ective Lagrangian
are the photon, gluons, leptons, and 5 generations of quarks. In this section we will
focus on a smaller subset of the Fermi theory: the muons, electrons, and their neutrinos.
Starting with the SM, we will derive the lowest order Lagrangian describing the e↵ective
weak interactions of these particles.

Consider the muon decay process: µ�(p) ! e�(k1)⌫̄e(k2)⌫µ(k3). In the SM, that
process is mediated by the W boson. The relevant interactions are

LSM =
gL
p
2
(⌫̄µ�̄⇢µ+ ⌫̄e�̄⇢e)W

+

⇢
+ h.c., (1.11)

where gL is the gauge coupling of the SM SU(2)L group. The muon decay amplitude
M reads

M =
g2
L

2
x̄(k3)�̄⇢x(p)

1

q2 �m2

W

x̄(k1)�̄⇢y(k2), q ⌘ p� k3, (1.12)

where mW ⇡ 80 GeV is the mass of the W boson, x, y are 2-component spinor wave
functions which depend on the spins of the particles. In the physical process, the 3-
body decay kinematics limits the magnitude of the 4-momentum exchange: 0  q2 

m2

µ
in the limit where the electron and neutrinos are treated as massless. It follows

that q2/m2

W
. 10�6, and it is a perfectly good approximation to neglect q2 in the W

propagator in Eq. (1.12):

M ⇡ �
g2
L

2m2

W

[x̄(k3)�̄⇢x(p)][x̄(k1)�̄⇢y(k2)]
⇥
1 +O(q2/m2

W
)
⇤

(1.13)

8

Figure 1: a). Tree-level Feynman diagram for ordinary muon decay in Fermi’s current-current
interaction. b). Tree-level standard model diagram for ordinary muon decay indicating the
W-boson mediated weak interaction between the leptonic currents.

in which the rare events would be found. Backgrounds and cuts are determined
from allowed events outside and near the forbidden box. Once the analysis is
complete, the blinded box is opened to see if any events have survived. These
disciplined procedures provide a needed level of integrity to the experiments.

2. Muon lifetime

2.1. Fermi constant GF

The strength of the weak interaction is governed by the Fermi constant
GF . The roots of GF are Fermi’s theory—based on an analogy between the
emission of an electron-neutrino pair by a radioactive nucleus and a photon
by a charged particle—of a current-current weak interaction. Of course, since
1934, our modern understanding of weak interactions has evolved to incorpo-
rate parity-violating V � A currents and the massive W and Z gauge bosons.
However, the constant GF and Fermi interaction have survived as a convenient,
low energy, e↵ective theory of the weak sector in the standard model (and pre-
sumably any successor).

Within the standard model the Fermi constant (see Fig. 1) is given by

GF
p
2
=

g
2

8M2
W

 
1 +

X

i

ri

!
(1)

where 1/M2
W represents the tree-level propagator corresponding to W -boson

exchange and g the weak coupling. The term
P

i ri incorporates the higher-
order electroweak interaction corrections [28]. The factors of

p
2 and 8 in Eqn.

1 are reminders of the origins of the Fermi constant in a vector current - vector
current weak interaction.

By far the best determination of the Fermi constant is obtained by the
measurement of the positive muon lifetime, ⌧µ. Experimentally, intense beams
of low-energy muons are nowadays available and the 2.2 µs muon lifetime with
its associated decay electrons are nicely suited to precision measurements of

8

Full theory Effective (Fermi) theory

• This results in an effective hamiltonian, written as a combination of Wilson Coefficients and operators.
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EFTs in heavy flavour physics
• The EFT we use in heavy flavour physics assumes that NP much heavier than the b mass scale.
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Effective theory for rare  decaysB

3

• Wilson coefficients (short-distance): evaluated in 
perturbation theory

• Local operators (long-distance): the corresponding 
form factor is computed with, e.g., lattice QCD

high energy, the strong coupling is small enough to allow for a perturbative ap-
proach, but at the low energy scale of the meson binding processes, where quarks
are confined, non-perturbative methods such as lattice calculations are needful.
Fortunately, the high and low energy scales can be disentangled in many cases [41].
A stratagem to separate short-distance (perturbative) and long-distance (gener-
ally non-perturbative) e↵ects is used in the E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Let
us consider the simplest case of the neutron �-decay. The Feynman diagram in

1 Introduction

1.1 General View

The basic starting point for any serious phenomenology of weak decays of hadrons is the

e↵ective weak Hamiltonian which has the following generic structure

Heff =
GFp
2

X

i

V i

CKM
Ci(µ)Qi . (1.1)

Here GF is the Fermi constant and Qi are the relevant local operators which govern the

decays in question. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa factors V i

CKM
[1, 2] and the Wilson

Coe�cients Ci [3, 4] describe the strength with which a given operator enters the Hamiltonian.

In the simplest case of the �-decay, Heff takes the familiar form

H(�)

eff
=

GFp
2
cos �c[ū�µ(1� �5)d⌦ ē�µ(1� �5)⌫e] , (1.2)

where Vud has been expressed in terms of the Cabibbo angle. In this particular case the Wilson

Coe�cient is equal unity and the local operator, the object between the square brackets, is

given by a product of two V �A currents. This local operator is represented by the diagram

(b) in fig. 1. Equation (1.2) represents the Fermi theory for �-decays as formulated by

W

d u

ν e

(a)

d u

ν e

(b)

Figure 1: �-decay at the quark level in the full (a) and e↵ective (b) theory.

Sudarshan and Marshak [5] and Feynman and Gell-Mann [6] forty years ago, except that

in (1.2) the quark language has been used and following Cabibbo a small departure of Vud

from unity has been incorporated. In this context the basic formula (1.1) can be regarded

as a generalization of the Fermi Theory to include all known quarks and leptons as well as

their strong and electroweak interactions as summarized by the Standard Model. It should

be stressed that the formulation of weak decays in terms of e↵ective Hamiltonians is very

suitable for the inclusion of new physics e↵ects. We will discuss this issue briefly in these

lectures.

1

Figure 1.5: Neutron �-decay at the quark level in the full (a) and e↵ective (b)
theory.

Fig. 1.5a with full W-propagator represents the situation at very short distance
scales of O(MW ), whereas the true picture of a decaying neutron, whose mass
is Mn ⌧ MW , is more properly described by e↵ective point-like vertices which
are represented by the local operator of Fig. 1.5b. An e↵ective Hamiltonian can
therefore be written as [42]

H(�)

eff
=

GFp
2
cos ✓c [ū�µ(1� �5)d⌦ ē�

µ(1� �5)⌫e] , (1.18)

which is the familiar Fermi theory for �-decays.
Analogously to Fermi theory, a generic e↵ective weak Hamiltonian can be written
as

Heff =
GFp
2

X

i

V
i

CKM
Ci(�)Oi(�), (1.19)

where Oi are the local operators relevant for the decay and Ci are called Wilson
coe�cients, which, together with the CKM matrix elements, describe the strength
with which a given operator enters the Hamiltonian. Heff is thus represented
as a series, known as Operator Product Expansion (OPE), of e↵ective vertices
multiplied by e↵ective coupling constants Ci.
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•  can be described with an "Effective Hamiltonian", where high- and low-energy 
contributions are factorised ( ):
b ! s!+!"

Mb # MW

Effective field theory

• Model independent description in effective field theory

Heff = � 4GFp
2⇡

V ⇤
tsVtb

X

i

[CiOi + C 0
iO0

i]
• Ci Wilson coefficients 

encoding info of the short 
distance physics 

• Oi four-fermion operators

b

µ+

µ�

s

Ci
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• Similarly to the β-decay we can integrate out the heavy 
field of the SM

Full theory Effective description
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Effective field theory

• Model independent description in effective field theory

Heff = � 4GFp
2⇡

V ⇤
tsVtb

X

i

[CiOi + C 0
iO0

i]
• Ci Wilson coefficients 

encoding info of the short 
distance physics 

• Oi four-fermion operators
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• Similarly to the β-decay we can integrate out the heavy 
field of the SM

Full theory Effective description

7

• "point-like interaction" as in the Fermi description of the neutron decay

[Rev.Mod.Phys. 68 (1996) 1125-1144]

• Familiar operators:

b ! sμμ anomalies RK and RK! anomalies Combined explanations Implications of B Anomalies

Effective theory for b ! sμμ beyond the SM

Heff = "4GF#
2

e2

16π2VtbV
!
ts

!

i

CiOi + h.c.

O(")
7 =

mb

e
(s̄σμνPR(L)b)Fμν O(")!

9 = (s̄γμPL(R)b)(!̄γ
μ!) O(")!

10 = (s̄γμPL(R)b)(!̄γ
μγ5!)

O(")!
S = (s̄γμPL(R)b)(!̄!) O(")!

P = (s̄γμPL(R)b)(!̄γ5!)

In the SM, C"
i = C(")

S = C(")
P = 0 and C9,10 are LFU

David Straub (Universe Cluster) .
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• O7 gives a long distance contribution 
to b—>sll via the photon.

• O9,10 can be different for different 
lepton flavours.

• C9 and C10 give the vector and axial-vector couplings to the leptons: Dominant SM semileptonic contribution.



SPS/OPG meeting

Global                  fits
• Global b—>sll fits show that all discrepancies are in consistent within the EFT approach, with significances 

easily exceeding the conventional 5σ threshold.

21
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b ! s`+`�

b ! sµµ LFU, Bs ! µµ all rare B decays

Wilson coe�cient best fit pull best fit pull best fit pull

C
bsµµ
9 �0.87+0.19

�0.18 4.3� �0.74+0.20
�0.21 4.1� �0.80+0.14

�0.14 5.7�

C
bsµµ
10 +0.49+0.24

�0.25 1.9� +0.60+0.14
�0.14 4.7� +0.55+0.12

�0.12 4.8�

N
P
er
ro
rs

C
bsµµ
9 = �C

bsµµ
10 �0.60+0.13

�0.12 4.3� �0.35+0.08
�0.08 4.6� �0.41+0.07

�0.07 5.9�

C
bsµµ
9 �0.96+0.19

�0.18 4.6� �0.74+0.20
�0.21 4.1� �0.83+0.14

�0.14 5.9�

C
bsµµ
10 +0.51+0.22

�0.22 2.3� +0.60+0.14
�0.14 4.7� +0.56+0.12

�0.12 4.9�

S
M

er
ro
rs

C
bsµµ
9 = �C

bsµµ
10 �0.64+0.16

�0.17 4.3� �0.35+0.08
�0.08 4.6� �0.41+0.07

�0.07 5.9�

Table 2: Best-fit ranges for selected Wilson coe�cients, taking into account the depen-

dence of the theory errors on the Wilson coe�cients (first 3 rows) and fixing

the theory errors to the SM values (last 3 rows).

the electronic Wilson coe�cients are very similar to the values in the “LFU, Bs ! µµ”

column. We observe a small change in the preferred values for the scalar Wilson coe�-

cients, which is due to the correlations of the theory uncertainties of BR(Bs ! µ
+
µ
�)

and the b ! sµµ observables.

To illustrate the impact of our improved treatment of theory uncertainties, we compare

in Table 2 the fit results in the C
bsµµ
9 , Cbsµµ

10 , and C
bsµµ
9 = �C

bsµµ
10 scenarios taking into

account the dependence of the theory errors on the Wilson coe�cients (first 3 rows)

and fixing the theory errors to the SM values (last 3 rows). We find that the impact is

currently still moderate. The largest shift is observed in the Cbsµµ
9 scenario, in which the

pull from the b ! sµµ observables is somewhat reduced once the new physics dependence

of the theory errors is taken into account. We expect the e↵ect to become much more

pronounced with more precise data.

3.2. Two parameter scenarios

Next, we discuss scenarios where two Wilson coe�cients are turned on simultaneously.

In Figure 4 we show the best fit regions in the C
bsµµ
9 vs. C

bsµµ
10 plane. The plot on the

left focuses on the constraints from the LFU ratios RK and RK⇤ . The RK constraint

before the update [11] is shown by the dashed contours. As the measured RK > RK⇤

12

�2.0 �1.5 �1.0 �0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

C
bsµµ
9

�1.0

�0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

C
bs
µ
µ

10

flavio
Bs ! µµ 1�

RK & RK� 1�, 2�

b ! sµµ 1�, 2�

rare B decays 1�, 2�

Figure 4: Constraints in the Wilson coe�cient plane C
bsµµ
9 vs. Cbsµµ

10 . Left: LFU ratios

only. Right: Combination of LFU ratios, combination of b ! sµµ observables,

BR(Bs ! µ
+
µ
�), and the global fit. The dashed lines show the constraints

before the recent updates [11, 13].

Figure 5: Constraints in the Wilson coe�cient planes Cbsµµ
9 vs. C

0 bsµµ
9 (left) and C

univ.
9

vs. �C
bsµµ
9 = �C

bsµµ
10 (right). The dashed lines show the constraints before

the recent updates [11, 13].
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• No discovery claim from LHCb at this point. Why not?

All LFUV

1D Hyp. Best fit 1 �/2 � PullSM p-value Best fit 1 �/ 2 � PullSM p-value

C
NP
9µ -1.06

[�1.20,�0.91]
7.0 39.5% -0.82

[�1.06,�0.60]
4.0 36.0%

[�1.34,�0.76] [�1.32,�0.39]

C
NP
9µ = �C

NP
10µ -0.44

[�0.52,�0.37]
6.2 22.8% -0.37

[�0.46,�0.29]
4.6 68.0%

[�0.60,�0.29] [�0.55,�0.21]

C
NP
9µ = �C90µ -1.11

[�1.25,�0.96]
6.5 28.0% -1.61

[�2.13,�0.96]
3.0 9.3%

[�1.39,�0.80] [�2.54,�0.41]

C
NP
9µ = �3CNP

9e -0.89
[�1.03,�0.75]

6.7 32.2% -0.61
[�0.78,�0.44]

4.0 36.0%
[�1.17,�0.62] [�0.97,�0.29]

Table 1: Most prominent 1D patterns of NP in b ! sµ+µ�. PullSM is quoted in units of standard
deviation. The p-value of the SM hypothesis is 1.1% for the fit “All” and 1.4% for the fit LFUV.

All LFUV

2D Hyp. Best fit PullSM p-value Best fit PullSM p-value

(CNP
9µ , CNP

10µ) (�1.00,+0.11) 6.8 39.4% (�0.12,+0.54) 4.3 65.6%

(CNP
9µ , C70) (�1.06,+0.00) 6.7 37.8% (�0.82,�0.03) 3.7 32.6%

(CNP
9µ , C90µ) (�1.22,+0.56) 7.2 49.8% (�1.80,+1.12) 4.1 53.6%

(CNP
9µ , C100µ) (�1.26,�0.35) 7.4 55.9% (�1.82,�0.59) 4.7 84.1%

(CNP
9µ , CNP

9e ) (�1.20,�0.41) 6.9 41.7% (�0.73,+0.08) 3.6 30.3%

Hyp. 1 (�1.21,+0.28) 7.2 48.6% (�1.62,+0.30) 4.1 55.5%

Hyp. 2 (�1.11,+0.09) 6.3 28.8% (�1.95,+0.25) 3.4 22.5%

Hyp. 3 (�0.44,+0.03) 5.9 21.4% (�0.37,�0.15) 4.3 64.6%

Hyp. 4 (�0.48,+0.11) 6.0 24.0% (�0.46,+0.15) 4.5 74.5%

Hyp. 5 (�1.26,+0.25) 7.4 55.8% (�2.08,+0.51) 4.7 86.0%

Table 2: Most prominent 2D patterns of NP in b ! sµ+µ�. The last five rows correspond
to Hypothesis 1: (CNP

9µ = �C90µ, CNP
10µ = C100µ), 2: (CNP

9µ = �C90µ, CNP
10µ = �C100µ), 3: (CNP

9µ =

�C
NP
10µ, C90µ = C100µ), 4: (CNP

9µ = �C
NP
10µ, C90µ = �C100µ) and 5: (CNP

9µ , C90µ = �C100µ).

C
NP
7 C

NP
9µ C

NP
10µ C70 C90µ C100µ

Best fit +0.01 -1.21 +0.15 +0.01 +0.37 -0.21

1 � [�0.02,+0.04] [�1.38,�1.01] [+0.00,+0.34] [�0.02,+0.03] [�0.12,+0.80] [�0.42,+0.02]

2 � [�0.04,+0.06] [�1.52,�0.83] [�0.11,+0.49] [�0.03,+0.05] [�0.51,+1.12] [�0.60, 0.23]

Table 3: 1 and 2 � confidence intervals for the NP contributions to Wilson coe�cients in the
6D hypothesis allowing for NP in b ! sµ+µ� operators dominant in the SM and their chirally-
flipped counterparts, for the fit “All”. The PullSM is 6.6� and the p-value is 49.9%.

We turn to scenarios that allow also for the presence of LFU NP [5, 22] (in addition to LFUV
contributions to muons only), leading to shifts in the value of the Wilson coe�cients

Cie = C
U
i , Ciµ = C

U
i + C

V
i , (2)

(with i = 9(0), 10(0)) for b ! se+e� and b ! sµ+µ� transitions respectively. We update the

�3.0 �2.4 �1.8 �1.2 �0.6 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0
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Figure 1: From left to right: Allowed regions in the (CNP
9µ , CNP

10µ), (CNP
9µ , C90µ = �C100µ) and

(CNP
9µ , CNP

9e ) planes for the corresponding 2D hypotheses, using all available data (fit “All”) upper
row or LFUV fit lower row. Dashed lines represent the 3 � regions while the solid lines represent
1, 2 and 3 � regions.

scenarios considered in Ref. [1] in Tab. 4 and Fig. 2.

4 Favoured scenarios and connection with other observables

Several scenarios exhibit a significant improvement in the description of the data compared to
the SM. Fig. 3 shows the predictions for the observables Q5, RK and RK⇤ in several of these
scenarios. The large uncertainties for RK⇤ in most NP scenarios come from the presence of
three di↵erent helicity amplitudes involving di↵erent combinations of form factors: if the SU(2)L
symmetry of the SM is respected, one amplitude dominates leading to reduced uncertainties for
the prediction of RK⇤ , but in other cases, the presence of several helicity amplitudes leads to
larger uncertainties. One can also notice that Q5 is able to separate three cases of interest: the
SM, the scenario 8 (CU

9 , C
V
9µ = �C

V
10µ), and the scenarios with right-handed couplings and a large

negative contribution to C9µ (Fig. 4a illustrates the importance of RK and P 0
5 in highlighting

these scenarios compared to others considered in the previous section).
As discussed in Ref. [1], Scenario 8 allows for a model-independent connection between the

anomalies in b ! s`+`� decays and those in b ! c⌧⌫ transitions [25]. This connection arises
in the SMEFT scenario where C

(1) = C
(3) expressed in terms of gauge-invariant dimension-6

operators [26, 27]. The operator involving-third generation leptons explains RD(⇤) and the one
involving the second generation gives a LFUV e↵ect in b ! sµ+µ� processes. The constraint
from b ! c⌧⌫ and SU(2)L invariance leads to large contributions enhancing b ! s⌧+⌧� pro-
cesses [27], whereas the mixing into O9 generates C

U
9 at µ = mb [28]. Therefore, scenario 8 is

M. Algueró et al

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.13370
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08921
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A SM complication
• Also a SM contribution which can negatively interfere with the semileptonic amplitude.

• Does not affect LFU ratios, but could cause other anomalies we see.
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• Try to construct as conservative approach as possible.

• Hyper conservative hadronic treatment (absorb into SM 
definition).

• Test against general NP as possible to take into account 
the so-called Look-Elsewhere-Effect.

Global fits

⌘ Combination all b ! s`+`� measurements

⌘ Measurements point to new vector coupling
(Cµ

9 )

⌘ Bs ! µ+µ� and LFU observables have very
clean theory predictions.

⌘ B ! K (⇤)µ+µ� BF and angular observables
potentially suffer from underestimated hadronic
uncertainties.

Improving experimental precision of LFU observables is critical.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).
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Figure1:FeynmandiagramsintheStandardModelforthetwoclassesofprocessesexaminedinthisarticle.Top:

charged-currentb!c`+⌫`tree-leveltransition.Bottom:neutral-currentb!s`+�̀
loop-leveltransition

Veryrecently,LHCbhasproducedanotherR(D⇤)measurementbyexploitingthedecayofthe⌧lepton
intothreechargedpionsandaneutrino.Thismeasurementwasconsideredtobeunfeasibleduetothelarge
backgroundsfromBdecaysintothesamevisiblefinalstateassignalandtheapparentlackofdiscriminating
variables.Nevertheless,thepresenceofa⌧decayvertexsignificantlydetachedfromtheb-hadrondecayvertex
allowstosuppressthemostabundantbackgrounds.Theresidualbackground,duetob-hadrondecayingtoa
D⇤andanothercharmmesonthatsubsequentlygivesthreepionsinadetachedvertextopology,isreduced
byexploitingthedi↵erentresonantstructureofthethree-pionsystem.TheresultingmeasurementofR(D⇤)
islargerthan,althoughcompatiblewith,theSMprediction,andconsistentwithpreviousdeterminations.
Thecombinedworldaverage(Fig.2)ofR(D⇤)andR(D)measurements,knownat5%and10%respectively,
remainsintensionwiththeSMpredictionataleveloffourstandarddeviations.Thisprovidessolidmotivation
forfurtherLUtestsinsemitauonicdecaysofbhadrons.

TheLHCbcollaborationwillthereforecontinueperformingmeasurementsinthissector,byextendingthe
alreadyperformedR(D⇤)measurementsonthedatasetscollectedinRun2,andbystudyingthedecaysof
otherbhadrons.Forexample,thefirstmeasurementofR(J/ )hasbeenperformed,thattestsLUinthe
Bcsector.Again,avaluehigherthantheSMexpectationhasbeenfound,eventhoughtheuncertainties
arestillsignificantandtheSMpredictionnotfirmyet.Animportantextensionofthisalreadyrichphysics
programwillregardthestudyofobservablesotherthanbranchingfractions,suchaspolarizationandangular
distributionsofthefinalstateparticles,thatwillgivecrucialinsightintheinterpretationofthecurrent
anomaly,ifconfirmed,intermsofnewphysicsmodels.

Incontrasttotree-levelsemileptonicdecays,b!s``transitionsarehighlysuppressedastherearenoFCNC
intheSM.Thissuppressionincreasesthesensitivitytothepossibleexistenceofnewparticles.Thepresence
ofsuchparticlescouldleadtoasizeableincreaseordecreaseintherateofparticulardecays,orchangethe
angulardistributionofthefinal-stateparticles.TestsofLUinthesedecaysinvolvemeasurementsofratiosof
branchingfractionsbetweenelectronandmuondecaymodesRK(⇤)=B(B!K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B!K(⇤)e+e�).
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islargerthan,althoughcompatiblewith,theSMprediction,andconsistentwithpreviousdeterminations.
Thecombinedworldaverage(Fig.2)ofR(D⇤)andR(D)measurements,knownat5%and10%respectively,
remainsintensionwiththeSMpredictionataleveloffourstandarddeviations.Thisprovidessolidmotivation
forfurtherLUtestsinsemitauonicdecaysofbhadrons.

TheLHCbcollaborationwillthereforecontinueperformingmeasurementsinthissector,byextendingthe
alreadyperformedR(D⇤)measurementsonthedatasetscollectedinRun2,andbystudyingthedecaysof
otherbhadrons.Forexample,thefirstmeasurementofR(J/ )hasbeenperformed,thattestsLUinthe
Bcsector.Again,avaluehigherthantheSMexpectationhasbeenfound,eventhoughtheuncertainties
arestillsignificantandtheSMpredictionnotfirmyet.Animportantextensionofthisalreadyrichphysics
programwillregardthestudyofobservablesotherthanbranchingfractions,suchaspolarizationandangular
distributionsofthefinalstateparticles,thatwillgivecrucialinsightintheinterpretationofthecurrent
anomaly,ifconfirmed,intermsofnewphysicsmodels.

Incontrasttotree-levelsemileptonicdecays,b!s``transitionsarehighlysuppressedastherearenoFCNC
intheSM.Thissuppressionincreasesthesensitivitytothepossibleexistenceofnewparticles.Thepresence
ofsuchparticlescouldleadtoasizeableincreaseordecreaseintherateofparticulardecays,orchangethe
angulardistributionofthefinal-stateparticles.TestsofLUinthesedecaysinvolvemeasurementsofratiosof
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FIG. 2. ��2 distribution (blue) for SM pseudo-experiments
in the general 9 WC fit basis (top) and the reduced 5 WC
basis (bottom). The data is shown as a vertical red line on
the plot.

rection and we therefore treat all of these in the same way.
In total, the maximum number of WCs that can be fitted
is seven, with the full basis of muonic operators, the single
e↵ective combination of scalar operators, and two elec-
tronic operators. Each pseudo-experiment is fitted six
times, with all possible combinations of seven WCs. For
each experiment, the largest test-statistic value is used.
Adding redundant directions will not improve the �2 of a
given pseudo-experiment, since there are not enough sen-
sitive measurements to constrain simultaneously all nine
WCs.

IV. RESULTS

The��2 distribution for the fit to the full set of Wilson
coe�cients is shown in Fig. 2 (top). The same procedure
is then used in data, obtaining a ��2 = 31.4, which cor-
responds to a global significance of 3.9�. The goodness
of fit to data can be computed by calculating the p-value
of the absolute �2 of the best fit. This results in a 11%
p-value, which is acceptable. The largest pulls of the best
fit with respect to the measurements come from the low-
est q2 bins of the angular observables in the B0

! K⇤µµ
decays. This is a known issue [53] and has a small impact
on the significance. Eliminating the lowest q2 bin of all
the angular observables decreases the ��2 by only one
unit and the fit quality of the fit improves, leading to a
p-value associated to the absolute �2 of 24%.

Here we advocate that for claiming a discovery, the NP
significance should be calculated using an agnostic ap-
proach. However, as discussed in Sec. II, there were good
a-priori theoretical reasons to assume no NP in C`0

9,10. To
evaluate the significance of this hypothesis we apply our

method to the reduced set of five WCs. The ��2 distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). Applying the same
fit to data we obtain a ��2 = 30.5, which integrating the
distribution corresponds to a significance of 4.7�. Inter-
estingly, this is similar to the values quoted in the recent
literature [54–56] for single-parameter fits of theoretically
clean observables only. Having a larger number of free
parameters, one could have expected a lower significance
in our case. However, in this specific case the LEE e↵ect
is compensated by two facts: i) the inclusion of the angu-
lar distribution of the B ! K⇤µ+µ� decay which, even
after marginalizing over �CU

9 , retains some sensitivity to
the other WCs; ii) the overall higher ��2 obtained with
more parameters. This observation reinforces the high
significance of the b ! s`+`� anomalies in motivated NP
models.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we have presented a method to evalu-
ate the global significance for the NP interpretation of
the b ! s`+`� anomalies. This method transposes the
known criteria used for discovering new resonances, such
as the Higgs boson, into searching for NP in b ! s`+`�

transitions. It is worth emphasizing that, while it is re-
markable that all data can be explained by fitting one
or two WCs and that this observation can be used to in-
vestigate what are the interesting theoretical directions,
this hypothesis has been made after having seen the data.
Using the same hypothesis to evaluate the global signifi-
cance of NP would be the Bayesian-inference equivalent
of choosing the prior after having calculated the likeli-
hood. Therefore, we advocate a more agnostic method
to calculate the global NP significance with respect to
the SM in b ! s`+`� processes. To this end, we have
calculated the LEE for the first time and shown that the
trial-factor cannot be neglected.

We stress that the approach proposed in this paper
should not be interpreted as a criticism towards existing
attempts made so far of combining and interpreting the
anomalies in motivated theoretical frameworks. We are
simply addressing a di↵erent question. While current
fits of selected WC sets in the b ! s`+`� system only
evaluate a local significance, these approaches are funda-
mental to obtain theory insights on the flavor anomalies.
Similarly, there is a strong theoretical interest in trying
to combine the b ! s`+`� anomalies with other hints of
deviations from the SM, such as the b ! c`⌫ anoma-
lies [57–65] or the recent (g � 2)µ result [66, 67] (see
also [68]). However, this combination is not appropriate
to establish a global significance, given the hypothesis of
a connection between di↵erent processes is made a pos-
teriori, after having observed data.

We also recognise that our approach of treating �CU
9

as a nuisance SM parameter can be viewed as an overly
conservative choice. Nevertheless, in the absence of a
widely accepted estimate for the theory uncertainty of

• Global significance is ~4σ, which is not at the discovery threshold but still high.

D. Lancierini, G. Isidori, PO, N. Serra

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.05631
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b ! c`⌫Tree-level transitions
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• In the Standard model, the only di↵erence between B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and
B! D(⇤)µ⌫ is the mass of the lepton

• Form factors mostly cancel in the ratio of rates (except helicity
suppressed amplitude)

• Ratio R(D(⇤)) = B(B! D(⇤)⌧⌫) / B(B! D(⇤)µ⌫) is sensitive to e.g
charged Higgs, leptoquark

Summarised by Annarita 
Buonaura (UZH)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457681/attachments/2300503/3913026/hello.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457681/attachments/2300503/3913026/hello.pdf
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Lepton universality ratio R(D*)
• Now compare tau-leptons with muons/electrons.

24

R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)

B(B ! D(⇤)`⌫)

• R(D*) sensitive to any physics model favouring 3rd generation leptons (e.g. charged Higgs).
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The problem with neutrinos at a hadron collider
• At least two neutrinos in the final state.

• No sharp peak to fit in any distribution.

25

A Challenge to Lepton Universality in B Meson Decays — 3/10

Figure 2. Belle (a) and LHCb (b) single event displays illustrating the reconstruction of semileptonic B meson decays: Trajectories
of charged particles are shown as colored solid lines, energy deposits in the calorimeters are depicted by red bars. The Belle display is
an end view perpendicular to the beam axis with the silicon detector in the center (small orange circle) and the device measuring the
particle velocity (dark purple polygon). This is a ° (4S)! B

+
B
� event, with B

� ! D
0t�n̄t , D

0 ! K
�p+ and t� ! e

�nt n̄e, and the
B
+ decaying to five charged particles (white solid lines) and two photons. The trajectories of undetected neutrinos are marked as

dashed yellow lines. The LHCb display is a side view with the proton beams indicated as a white horizontal line with the interaction
point far to the left, followed by the dipole magnet (white trapezoid) and the Cherenkov detector (red lines). The area close to the
interaction point is enlarged above, showing the tracks of the charged particles produced in the pp interaction, the B

0 path (dotted
orange line), and its decay B̄0 ! D

⇤+t�n̄t with D
⇤+ ! D

0p+ and D
0 ! K

�p+, plus the µ� from the decay of a very short-lived t�.

typically produced at small angles to the beam and with high
momenta, features that determined the design of the LHCb detec-
tor [25, 26], a single arm forward spectrometer, covering the polar
angle range of 3�23 degrees. The high momentum and relatively
long B hadron lifetime result in decay distances of several cm.
Very precise measurements of the pp interaction point, combined
with the detection of charged particle trajectories from B decays
which do not intersect this point, are the very effective, primary
method to separate B decays from background.

All three experiments rely on several layers of finely seg-
mented silicon strip detectors to locate the beam-beam interaction
point and decay vertices of long-lived particles. A combination
of silicon strip detectors and multiple layers of gaseous detec-
tors measure the trajectories of charged particles, and determine
their momenta from the deflection in a magnetic field. Examples
of reconstructed signal events recorded by the LHCb and Belle
experiments are shown in Figure 2.

For a given momentum, charged particles of different masses,
primarily pions and kaons, are identified by their different ve-
locities. All three experiments make use of devices which sense
Cherenkov radiation, emitted by particles with velocities that ex-
ceed the speed of light in a chosen radiator material. For lower
velocity particles, Belle complements this with time-of-flight
measurements. BABAR and Belle also measure the velocity-
dependent energy loss due to ionization in the tracking detectors.
Arrays of cesium iodide crystals measure the energy of photons

and identify electrons in BABAR and Belle. Muons are identified
as particles penetrating a stack of steel absorbers interleaved with
large area gaseous detectors.

Measurements of B
� ! t�nt decays

The decays B
� ! t�nt with two or three neutrinos in the final

state have only been observed by BABAR and Belle. These
two experiments exploit the BB pair production at the ° (4S)
resonance via the process e

+
e
� !° (4S)! BB. These BB pairs

can be tagged by the reconstruction of a hadronic or semileptonic
decay of one of the two B mesons, referred to as Btag. If this
decay is correctly reconstructed, all remaining particles in the
event originate from the other B decay.

BABAR and Belle have independently developed two sets of
algorithms to tag BB events. The hadronic tag algorithms [27, 28]
search for the best match between one of more than a thousand
possible decay chains and a subset of all detected particles in
the event. The efficiency for finding a correctly matched Btag is
unfortunately quite small, 0.3%. The benefit of reconstructing
all final state particles is that the total energy, Emiss, and vector
momentum, ~pmiss, of all undetected particles of the other B decay
can be inferred from energy and momentum conservation. The
invariant mass squared of all undetected particles, m

2
miss =E

2
miss�

~p2
miss, is used to distinguish events with one neutrino (m2

miss ⇡ 0)
from events with multiple neutrinos or other missing particles
(m2

miss > 0).

Nature volume 546, pages 227–233 
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Signal extraction
• Fit the missing mass, discriminating between muon and tauonic mode.
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2. Fit 10/25

Signal fit

Data
ντ D*→B 

X')Xν l→(c D*H→B 
ν D**l→B 
νµ D*→B 

Combinatoric
µMisidentified 

• Fit to isolated data, used to determine ratio of B! D⇤⌧⌫ and
B! D⇤µ⌫

• Model fits data well
• Fit model uncertainties listed on next slide

2. Fit 10/25

Signal fit

Data
ντ D*→B 

X')Xν l→(c D*H→B 
ν D**l→B 
νµ D*→B 

Combinatoric
µMisidentified 

• Fit to isolated data, used to determine ratio of B! D⇤⌧⌫ and
B! D⇤µ⌫

• Model fits data well
• Fit model uncertainties listed on next slide

Phys.Rev.Lett.115, 111803 (2015)
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Hints of an excess

27

• Three different experiments see an excess in the number of semitauonic candidates.

• Combined deviation around 3 σ, strongly motivates new measurements in different 
decay channels.
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What could this all mean?
• We have two sets of anomalies in charged and neatral current semileptonic B decays.


• They both point towards a violation of lepton universality.


• Possible to explain both anomalies with a single new particle (leptoquark) of around 2TeV mass.

Patrick Owen Physics at LHCb - KT2 guest lecture

What does this all mean

42

• We have two sets of anomalies in charged- and neutral current semileptoinic B 
decays. 

• They both point towards a violation of lepton universality. 

• It is actually possible to explain both anomalies with a single new particle known 
as a leptoquark of around 2TeV mass.

b

LQ

c(s)

!l (l –)

l +

• However ..
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Lepton universality

SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations. 
The combined world average of RD* and RD measurements, 

known to precisions of 5 and 10%, respectively, remains in ten-
sion with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations  
fig re  his pro ides solid moti ation for f rther  tests in 

semi-ta onic decays of  hadrons  n the next years, the H  col-
laboration will therefore extend the RD* measurement to the data-
sets collected in Run 2 and continue to study semi-tauonic decays 
of other b-quark hadrons. 

n early  the first meas rement of J/ψ was performed, prob-
ing  in the c sector. While the result was higher than the SM, the 
c rrent ncertainty is large and the  prediction is not yet firm  
Howe er, it can e an interesting test for the f t re  n important 
extension of this already rich physics programme, already being 
explored by Belle, will consider observables other than branch-
ing fractions, such as polarisation and angular distributions of the 
final-state particles  his will pro ide cr cial insight when inter-
preting the current anomalies in terms of new-physics models. 

The plot thickens
The results described above concern tree-level semi-leptonic 
decays. In contrast, the other relevant class of transitions for test-
ing ,  sl +l , are highly suppressed because there are no 
tree-le el s in the  his increases the sensiti ity to the 
possible existence of new physics. The presence of new particles 
contributing to these processes could lead to a sizeable increase 
or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the angu-
lar distri tion of the final-state particles  ests of  in these 
decays involve measurements of the ratio of branching fractions 
between muon and electron decay modes RK  = BF(B K(* + /
BF(B K(* e+e  

These modes represent a considerable challenge because the 
highly energetic H  en ironment ca ses electrons to emit a large 
amount of bremsstrahlung radiation as they traverse the material of 
the H  detector  his effect complicates the analysis proced re, 

for example making it more diffic lt to separate the signal and 
backgrounds where one or more particles have not been recon-
structed. Fortunately, there are several control samples in the data 
that can be used to study electron reconstruction effects, such as the 
resonant decays B K(* (J/ψ e+e , and ltimately the precision 
is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of the decays involv-
ing electrons  espite this, the H  meas rements dominate the 
world precision. 

Three measurements of RK  ha e een performed y the H  
experiment with the Run 1 data: two in the B0 K*0l +l  decay 
mode (RK*  and one in the + K+l+l  decay mode (RK  he res lts 
are more precise than those performed at previous experiments, 
and all ha e a tendency to sit elow the  predictions fig re  

he a ar and elle experiments ha e also meas red these  
ratios and found them to be consistent with the SM, albeit with a 
larger uncertainty. 

ss ming that rather than eing statistical ct ations these 
deviations arise from new physics, one can ask the question: what 
is driving the RK and RK* anomalies? Is the electron decay rate 
being enhanced or the muon suppressed, or both? One could get 
an answer to this question by looking at the differential branch-
ing fractions of the decays B+ K+ + , B0 K+0 +  and 
Bs

0 +  ltho gh with small statistical significance, all 
these branching fractions consistently sit below the SM predic-
tions, indicating that something could be destructively interfer-
ing with the muonic decay amplitude. If a new particle was really 
contributing to the B decay amplitude, then one would naturally 
expect it to also in ence the ang lar distri tion of the decay 
products. Intriguingly, by studying the angular distribution of 
B0 K*0 +  decays one observes discrepancies that can be 
interpreted as being compatible with the expectation based on 
the central values of RK and RK*.  

an we concl de it is d e to new physics  nfort nately not  
Information such as branching fractions and angular observables 
are affected y non-pert r ati e  effects  n principle, these 

b

b

t

s

c

l –

l –
l +

W–

!/Z

W–

"l

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for two classes 
of processes relevant to the study of lepton universality in heavy 
quarks: a charged-current b cl – –

l tree-level transition (top) 
and a neutral-current b sl+lï loop-level transition (bottom).

Fig. 2. Status of RD and RD* measurements. The red ellipse 
represents the world average, including both the results from 
simultaneous measurements of RD and RD* (black and blue ellipses) 
and separate measurements of RD* (points with error bars).
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Visualization of the electric 
field norm and 3D far field due 
to a transmitting antenna. 
Antennas are intentionally 
large in this tutorial model.

Overcome antenna crosstalk issues with simulation.

Multiple antennas are needed to create more complex communication 
systems on airplanes. But this arrangement of transmitters and 
receivers can cause aircraft operation issues due to crosstalk, or cosite 
interference. Simulation helps you analyze the crosstalk e!ect on an 
aircraft and in turn find the best antenna placement.

The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating designs, 
devices, and processes in all fields of engineering, manufacturing, and 
scientific research. See how you can apply it to antenna simulation.
comsol.blog/antenna-crosstalk

WWW.

SM diagrams
New physics diagram

• If these anomalies are confirmed it would mean a new force of Nature.


• Extraordinary claims need extraordinary evidence..

More details in Andreas 
Crivellin’s talk (UZH)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457713/attachments/2300332/3912657/SPS2021.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015032/contributions/4457713/attachments/2300332/3912657/SPS2021.pdf
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What’s next?
• We have not yet fully exhausted the current dataset at LHCb. Upcoming measurements:


• Measurement of RK(*) in the high q2 region.


• Measurement of new R ratios with different hadron species (RKπ,RKππ,Rɸ,RD,RJ/ψ)


• Angular analysis of B0—>K*0e+e- decays.


• Lepton universality tests with baryons (Λb baryons).


• Searches for                    


• + many more ..


• Exciting times to be on LHCb!
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